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Accommodation in Zagreb
The GoodBrother International Conference does not provide recommendations for any
particular restaurants or hotels, and we have made no arrangements with the listed
restaurants or hotels. We rather encourage you to explore the broad variety of
accommodation possibilities on offer. The city of Zagreb caters to everyone's needs and
budgets.

Zagreb is the largest city in the Republic of Croatia and the capital is
a hidden gem of Europe. The city boasts amazing cuisine, interesting
architecture and a vibrant cultural scene. From summer festivals to
Christmas markets, Zagreb is a place where every season is
celebrated.

The capital of Croatia, Zagreb, is lively and young at heart, and yet its
Old Town has nearly a thousand years of history. By day, the city bustles
with thriving businesses and unwinds at sunset. And despite being a
modern metropolis, the locals still welcome visitors with traditional
Croatian hospitality.

Zagreb is sheltered from the cold northern winds by the Medvednica
mountain and opens up to the rest of the world through a vast plain
and the Sava River. With a population of almost one million, Zagreb
is home to almost a quarter of the total population of Croatia.
This document provides you with some tips for a pleasant stay during
the conference.

Hotels – Where to stay

Westin Zagreb
Address: Krsnjavoga 1, Zagreb
A 5* hotel situated in a leafy green area adjacent to the
Mimara Museum and the world-famous National Theatre
and Opera House.

Hotel Dubrovnik
Address: Gajeva 1, Zagreb
A 5* hotel located right on the main city square of
Zagreb which makes your stay easy & simple.

Hotel Park
Address: Ilica 45, Zagreb
A 4* hotel blend of top service and comfort in the very
center of Zagreb.

Hotel Blue
Address: City of Vukovar Street 20, Zagreb
A 4* hotel providing a comfortable stay in modern
rooms with a minimalist style and panoramic view of
the city.

Hotel Croatia
Address: Vinogradska 20, Zagreb
A 3* hotel closest to the conference venue with modern
and comfortable rooms.

Hotel Domino
Address: Vinogradska 28, Zagreb
A 3* hotel close to the conference venue with rooms
and apartments which suits your needs

